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Abstract In response to present-day ice mass loss on and near the Greenland Ice Sheet, steady crustal
uplifts have been observed from the network of Global Positioning System (GPS) stations mounted on
bedrock. In addition to the secular uplift trends, the GPS time series also show prominent annual variability.
Here we examine the annual changes of the vertical displacements measured at two GPS stations (SRMP and
UPVK) near Upernavik Isstrøm in western Greenland. We model elastic loading displacements due to various
surface mass loading including three nonice components: atmospheric pressure, ocean bottom pressure,
continental water storage, and one ice component, i.e., surface mass balance (SMB). We find that the
contribution from atmospheric pressure changes can explain 46% and 78% of the annual amplitude
observed in the GPS verticals at SRMP and UPVK, respectively. We also show that removing the predicted
loading displacements due to SMB adversely increases the annual variance of the GPS residuals. However,
using the GPS data alone, we cannot identify the exact cause(s) of this discrepancy because the annual
loading displacements are sensitive to the SMB changes from over 85% of the ice sheet area. Alternatively, by
differencing vertical displacements between the two stations, we find a good agreement between the
modeled differential SMB loading displacements and the GPS residuals after removing nonice components.
Our study highlights the necessity of correcting for nonice loading contributions in the GPSmeasurements of
crustal deformation to infer ice mass changes in Greenland at annual periods.

1. Introduction

Since 2007, more than 50 continuous Global Positioning System (GPS) stations have been established around
the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) in a network called GNET (Figure 1a). These stations, mounted on bedrock, aim
tomeasure the solid Earth’s response to glacial mass changes on the ice sheet. Specifically, there are two geo-
physical signals of primary concern: the visco-elastic response of the Earth to glacial history over the past
thousands of years in a global scale, or the glacio-isostatic adjustment (GIA), and the elastic response to
present-day variations on and near the GrIS. Using GPS data at pre-GNET stations in Greenland, earlier studies
used the observed uplift and subsidence to quantify both elastic and visco-elastic processes [e.g.,Wahr et al.,
2001; Khan et al., 2007, 2008; Jiang et al., 2010; Khan et al., 2016].

In a network-wide study, Bevis et al. [2012] reported steady uplift at all the GNET stations in the past few
years, predominantly due to the ongoing ice mass loss. Several local-scale studies used uplift at individual
stations to infer multiyear mass loss from nearby outlet glaciers [e.g., Khan et al., 2010; Nielsen et al., 2012;
Bevan et al., 2015]. For instance, Figure 1b shows the time series of GPS vertical coordinates at two stations,
both of which exhibit strong uplift trends. Such trends are caused by the secular mass loss from the nearby
glaciers [Nielsen et al., 2012].

In addition to the secular uplift trends, the GNET GPS time series also show prominent annual variability [Bevis
et al., 2012]. The observed annual variability, if due to surface mass loading, must be purely elastic and syn-
chronous with the surface mass changes. Bevis et al. [2012] argued that the annual cycle of displacement
recorded by all GNET stations is driven by both seasonal cycles in ice mass and seasonal cycles in air mass.
We confirm this hypothesis by using two GNET stations to show that the maximum of the annual uplift cycle
occurs roughly 3months after the minimum of the annual ice mass cycle. We postulate that this phase offset
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arises because various surface mass components, including ice, atmosphere, and water (on land and in the
ocean), would all contribute to the amplitude and phase of the annual crustal deformation. However, there
has been a lack of assessment of the annual loading from these various sources at individual GNET stations,
which hinders the detection and subsequent analysis of glacial mass variability at annual scales in the GPS
coordinate time series. Mismodeling of annual loading signals may also introduce uncertainties in the estima-
tion of secular deformation trends [Santamaría-Gómez and Mémin, 2015].

In this paper, we study the annual GPS vertical coordinate time series (hereafter referred to as “GPS data”)
with the primary goal of separating the nonice and ice loading sources by modeling the contributions from
atmospheric pressure (ATM), ocean bottom pressure (OBP), and continental water storage (CWS). Here we
only use two GPS stations near Upernavik Isstrøm on the western coast of Greenland. This local-scale study
facilitates detailed analyses and comparisons of various loading contributions. A local perspective also allows
us to ignore complications in the observations of uplift due to the significant spatial variability expected from
different surface mass components on and near the ice sheet. Also, by taking the difference between these
two nearby stations, we would eliminate some common errors in the GPS data.

The second goal of this paper is to assess the possibility of further distinguishing between crustal deformation
driven by changes in surface mass balance (SMB) and by glacial dynamics through an SMB model. SMB is the
difference between accumulation processes (such as snowfall) and ablation processes (such as surfacemelting
that becomes runoff). Accumulation and runoff arewell known to vary strongly at annual and interannual time
scales, largely driven by changes in weather conditions [Abdalati and Steffen, 2001; Hanna et al., 2011]. Glacial

Figure 1. (a) Map of GNET stations (red triangles) around Greenland. The arrow points to the area near Upernavik Isstrøm.
(b) Time series of vertical positions measured at GPS stations SRMP (black) and UPVK (red). The gray bars denote June-July-
August (JJA) in each year (same in all the time series plots shown in this paper). (c) A Landsat image of Upernavik Isstrøm
taken on 30 July 2015. Red triangles mark the location of the two GPS stations. Snow and ice appear in blue.
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dynamics refers to theflowof ice fromthe interior of the ice sheetoutward throughoutlet and land-terminating
glaciers. Numerous studies have reportedmarked seasonal changes in ice dynamics at manymajor outlet gla-
ciers andalsonear themarginof the ice sheet [e.g., Joughin et al., 2008; Sole et al., 2011]. These seasonal changes
of ice motions redistribute ice mass and alter total mass balance at outlet glaciers.

2. Study Area and Method
2.1. Upernavik Isstrøm and the Nearby GPS Stations

Upernavik Isstrømconsists of four glaciers, denoted as Glaciers 1–4proceeding fromnorth to south (Figure 1c).
In 2011, the GPS station SRMP (54.3937°W, 72.9107°N) was located only 1.5 km west of the Glacier 2’s frontal
position, whereas UPVK (56.1280°W, 72.7883°N) is on an island 65 km further west of the glaciers.

Previous studies have focused on quantifying multiyear changes of this glacier complex [Nielsen et al., 2012;
Khan et al., 2013]. They have estimated an ice mass loss rate of 6.7 Gt/yr for the period of 2005–2010, with
dynamic changes accounting for 80% of the total mass loss and the remaining 20% due to negative SMB.
However, the four glaciers have exhibited asynchronous dynamical changes in the past decade; significant
retreat and speedup have been observed at Glacier 1 with only moderate or little change at the other three
glaciers [Nielsen et al., 2012; Andresen et al., 2014; Larsen et al., 2016].

2.2. GPS Data Analysis

We process the GPS data using conventional methods detailed in Khan et al. [2010]. We use the GIPSY-OASIS
v6.3 software package developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). We use the JPL final orbit products
and take the satellite antenna phase center offsets into account (antenna phase center file igs08_1869.atx).
The atmospheric delay parameters are calculated from the global VMF1FGRID grid files at 6 h intervals
[Boehm et al., 2006; Kouba, 2008]. We apply the second-order ionospheric correction. At the operational level
of GPS data analysis, we remove the ocean tidal loading (OTL) displacements calculated using the online
automatic loading provider [Scherneck and Bos, 2002], applied to the Finite Element Solution 2004 ocean tide
model. The OTL displacements are in a reference frame fixed to the center of mass. We estimate uncertainties
in the daily GPS positioning solutions by accounting for temporally correlated errors as a combination of
Gaussian and flicker noise [Williams et al., 2004; Khan et al., 2010]. We use an elevation-dependent weighting
function (sine of elevation angle) in the error estimation. We obtain time series of daily positioning solutions
and their errors in the local east, north, and up directions in the International Global Navigation Satellite
Systems Service 2008 (IGS08) frame [Altamimi et al., 2012]. In this realization of the International Terrestrial
Reference Frame, the frame origin is in the center of surface figure (CF) at annual time scales [Dong et al.,
2003]. The UPVK antenna was replaced on 16 September 2008. We estimate and correct for an offset on this
day at this station. For the sake of visual clarity, all the time series figures presented in this paper are
resampled to weekly intervals.

Becauseofour focuson theannual signal,weonly analyzeand interpret thedetrendedGPSdata.We restrict our
analysis to the GPS vertical coordinate time series as the annual amplitudes in these data are about 1 order of
magnitude larger than in the horizontal coordinates (more in section 3.1). Using least squares estimation
weighted with the GPS positioning errors, we fit and remove a linear trend from each GPS time series.
Because we have removed the linear trends, any secular geophysical contributions (such as GIA and tectonic
motion) or errors (such as reference frame drift) have also been removed and are thus not considered here.

2.3. Modeling Displacements due to Surface Loading

To quantify the glaciological contributions to the annual vertical coordinate signal from the two GPS sta-
tions, we must model and remove other nonice loading contributions. Given any grid of surface mass
changes, we use the elastic loading Green’s functions calculated based on the preliminary reference Earth
model (PREM) with continental crust to estimate the displacement response at the two GPS stations
[Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981; Jentzsch, 1997]. Table 1 summarizes the source models we use to quantify
surface mass variations, which are described in detail below. The modeled loading displacements are in the
frame fixed to the center of mass of the solid Earth, which is close to the CF [Blewitt, 2003]. For simplicity, we
ignore the difference between these two reference frames (which only introduce differences of up to 0.6%
in the modeled time series) and do not transform the loading displacements into the CF. All the loading dis-
placement time series are resampled to match the daily GPS data.
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To derive the surface deformation from atmospheric mass variability we use the surface pressure pro-
vided by the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis data [Kalnay et al., 1996].
This data set is provided as a global grid with a spacing of 2.5° by 2.5° and a temporal sampling of
6 h. Because we are only interested in relative temporal changes, we remove a 30 year (1980–2010) mean
of atmospheric pressure from each 6 h grid. Finally, we assume that the oceans respond to the atmo-
spheric pressure changes as an inverted barometer (IB) and introduce a globally uniform pressure change
at the ocean bottom to conserve ocean mass [van Dam and Wahr, 1987]. For simplicity, in the remainder
of this paper, we refer to the combined loading effects due to atmospheric pressure and IB ocean bottom
pressure as the atmospheric pressure (ATM) loading.

We use the “Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean” (ECCO) data set to quantify the non-IB
ocean bottom pressure changes, referred to as OBP in the remainder of this paper. The version used is
JPL’s Kalman filter (kf66b) series, which assimilates altimetric heights, Expendable Bathythermograph pro-
files, and other in situ ocean data [Fukumori, 2002; Kim et al., 2007]. The model used is the parallel version
of the primitive equation Massachusetts Institute of Technology ocean global circulation model. The data
cover the area from 80°S to 80°N. The horizontal grid spacing is 1° over most of the globe except within a
band of 20° around the equator. The meridional grid spacing is gradually reduced to 0.3° within 10° of the
equator. The ECCO OBP data are provided at 12 h intervals. We note that oceanographic data have poor
coverage in the Labrador Sea (southwest off Greenland), which may affect the accuracy of ECCO
OBP data.

We use the Noah land hydrology model (version 2.7.1) in the Global Land Data Assimilation System
(GLDAS) to quantify continental water mass changes at monthly intervals [Rodell et al., 2004]
(obtained from http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov). The global, 1° by 1° product provides a sum of water stored
as soil moisture, snow, and canopy but not including groundwater or the water storage changes in
rivers or lakes. It also excludes water storage estimates from the Greenland Ice Sheet and
permafrost areas.

To further partition glacial mass changes into SMB and dynamic components, we model loading from SMB
using the climate simulation from the Regional Atmospheric Climate Model version 2.3 (RACMO2.3) [Noël
et al., 2015]. The monthly SMB fields from 1958 to 2014 are provided on a grid of about 11 km by 11 km.
We use the same ice mask as prescribed in RACMO2.3, which is on the same grid as the SMB fields.
Following van den Broeke et al. [2009], we remove the 1961–1990 mean from the monthly fields, then inte-
grate them over time, and obtain a time series of mass balance for our study period of 2007.5 to 2014.7.
The choice of the reference period only influences the secular trend but will have no impact on our
detrended time series.

3. Results
3.1. GPS Solutions and Modeled Loading Displacements

The detrended GPS time series at SRMP shows a prominent annual signal over the entire 7 years (Figure 2a).
Further, we observe a strong peak at the annual period in the power spectrum of the GPS data (see
Figure 2b periodogram). In addition to the annual changes, the GPS time series is also characterized by
quasi 4 -year as well as moderate semiannual and biannual cycles (Figures 2a and 2b). In comparison,
the GPS time series at UPVK exhibits similar annual variability but is slightly reduced in amplitude
(Figures 2c and 2d). The annual signal weakened between 2007.5 and 2011.5 and became more pro-
nounced afterward. The UPVK periodogram also shows peaks at semiannual, biannual, and quasi 4-year
periods (Figure 2d).

Table 1. Source Models of Surface Mass Changes

Surface Mass Component Source Model Temporal Intervals Grid Spacing Spatial Extent

Atmospheric pressure NCEP 6 h 2.5° by 2.5° Global
Ocean bottom pressure ECCO 12 h 1° by 1° (except near the equator) 80°S–80°N
Continental water storage GLDAS-Noah monthly 1° by 1° Global, excluding ice sheets and permafrost areas
Ice surface mass balance RACMO2.3 monthly ~11 km by 11 km Greenland and surroundings

(52.1–87.3°N, �120.85–42.35°E)
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To account for these periodicities, we model the detrended GPS time series of vertical coordinates H as a
Fourier series composed of four harmonics:

H tð Þ ¼ ∑
4

i¼1
Aicos

2π
Ti

t � ti0
� �� �

; (1)

where t is the time (units: days); the four periods (Ti, i = 1–4) are one solar year (365.24 days), half, two, and four
solar years; and Ai and ti0 are the amplitude and phase for the ith period. Using this model to fit the detrended
GPS data, we obtain the best fit annual amplitudes as 4.8mm and 2.3mm at SRMP and UPVK, respectively
(Table 2). The annual cycles at these two stations peak around 1 December and 1 January, respectively.

We also fit the GPS horizontal time serieswith the sameharmonicmodel but find small annual amplitudes. The
best fit annual amplitudes are only 0.40mm (east-west components at SRMP), 0.68mm (north-south compo-
nents at SRMP), 0.23mm (east-west components at UPVK), and 0.86mm (north-south components at UPVK),
which are 3 to 10 times smaller than the annual vertical amplitudes (see Figure S1 in the supporting informa-
tion). Horizontal displacements may help in loading studies by providing more constraints, especially on the
azimuthal directions of surface mass changes [e.g., Grapenthin et al., 2006;Wahr et al., 2013]. However, further
analysis and interpretation of horizontal displacements are beyond the scope of this study.

The time series of modeled vertical loading displacements due to various surface mass changes show
strong annual variability, moderate semiannual variability, and no significant variability at other periods

Figure 2. (a) Time series of detrended vertical positions (black dots) at SRMP. For clarity, 1σ uncertainties are shown as error
bars at every other GPS solution. The solid line is the smoothed time series after applying a 6month moving average. (b)
Periodogram of the GPS vertical positions at SRMP. “S,” “A,” “B,” and “L”mark the spectrum peaks at the semiannual, annual,
biannual, and longer (~4 years) periods, respectively. The gray line is the periodogram of the GPS errors. (c and d) Similar to
Figures 2a and 2b, respectively, but for the UPVK station.

Table 2. Annual Amplitudes and Phases of the GPS Data and Modeled Vertical Loading Displacements From Various Surface Mass Changesa

SRMP UPVK

Components Amplitude (mm) Phase (Day of Year Since 1 January) Amplitude (mm) Phase (Day of Year Since 1 January)

GPS 4.8 ± 0.1 331 ± 2 2.3 ± 0.1 365 ± 3
Atmospheric pressure 3.4 ± 0.1 362 ± 2 2.8 ± 0.1 360 ± 2
Continental water storage 1.1 ± 0.1 258 ± 1 1.1 ± 0.1 257 ± 1
Ice surface mass balance 4.3 ± 0.3 284 ± 4 2.0 ± 0.2 283 ± 4

aThe uncertainties refer to the 1σ root-mean-square errors. The loading displacements due to ocean bottom pressure changes show little annual changes (smal-
ler than 0.1mm at SRMP and 0.2mm at UPVK), which are not included in this table.
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(Figures 3 and 4). We therefore only include the annual and semiannual terms in the time series model of our
modeled loading displacements. At SRMP and UPVK, the modeled ATM loading displacements have amplitudes
of 3.4mm and 2.8mm, respectively. The maximum for both stations occurs around 1 January, similar to the
annual phase of the GPS observations. Loading displacements due to changes in CWS are nearly identical at
the two stations, dominated by an annual cycle with amplitudes of only 1.1mm, peaking around 15
September (Figures 3b, 3e, 4b, and 4e). This is expected because the CWS over the ice sheet is eliminated in
the GLDAS model so that the annual signal is driven by mass changes in the far field. The amplitude of the
annual loading displacements due to OBP changes is smaller than 0.2mm, almost negligible (Figures 3b and 4b).

The SMB loading displacements are characterized by strong annual, moderate semiannual, and weak biann-
ual cycles (Figures 3c, 3f, 4c, and 4f). At SRMP, the annual amplitude of the SMB loading displacements is
4.3mm, larger than that of the ATM loading. At UPVK, which is further away from the ice sheet, the annual
amplitude of the SMB loading displacements is 2.0mm, smaller than that of the ATM loading. Including both
annual and semiannual cycles, the overall SMB loading displacements peak around 1 September, the end of
summer melting season (Figures 3c and 4c).

Interannual variations are also evident in the SMB loading displacement time series. For instance, the net SMB
uplift at SRMP during June-July-August (JJA) in 2012 was ~14mm or 4mm larger than the mean net uplift
(~10mm) during the same summer months in 2008 to 2011 (Figure 3c). In contrast, the net SMBmaxima dur-
ing JJA in 2013 and 2014 were ~6mm and ~8mm, respectively, smaller than the 2008–2011 mean.

3.2. GPS Residuals After Removing Modeled Loading Displacements

We remove the modeled displacements from the GPS vertical displacements in the following sequential
steps: (1) the ATM loading displacements, (2) the loading displacements due to OBP and CWS combined,
and (3) the SMB loading displacements. Figures 5 and 6 show the residuals obtained after each step.

Figure 3. Modeled elastic vertical displacements at SRMP in response to the various loads. All the time series have been
detrended. (a) The red line shows the vertical displacements due to atmospheric pressure loading. The black dots are
the same GPS data as presented in Figure 2a; they are shown here again to allow for a direct comparison with the modeled
displacements. (b) The blue line shows the continental water mass loading displacements. The thin black line shows the
ocean bottom pressure loading displacements. (c) Ice surfacemass balance loading displacements. (d–f) The periodograms
of the corresponding atmospheric pressure loading, continental water mass loading, and ice surface mass balance loading,
respectively. “S” and “A” indicate the spectrum peaks at semiannual and annual periods, respectively.
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We evaluate the residuals in two ways. First, we calculate the amplitude and phase of the best fit annual to
the residuals obtained after each correction step (Table 3). After removing the modeled atmospheric loading
displacements, the annual amplitudes decrease by 2.2mm (46%) and 1.8mm (78%) from the original GPS
amplitudes at SRMP and UPVK, respectively (also compare Figure 5b with Figure 5a and Figure 6b with

Figure 5. Time series of GPS vertical positions (black dots) after removing the modeled loading displacements at SRMP. (a)
The same GPS as shown in Figure 2a. The orange line shows the best fit four-harmonic model using equation (1). (b) The
residuals after removing the modeled ATM loading. (c) The residuals after further removing OBP and CWS. (d) The residuals
after removing all the modeled surface mass loading components, including the SMB.

Figure 4. (a–f) Similar to Figure 3 but for themodeled vertical displacements at UPVK in response to various loading sources.
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Figure 6a). After the further removal of the modeled displacements due to OBP and CWS loading, the annual
amplitude decreases by 0.8mm to 1.8mm at SRMP (also Figure 5c) but instead increases by 0.7mm to
1.2mm at UPVK (also Figure 6c). Taken together, removing all the nonice components reduces the annual
amplitudes by 3mm (63%) at SRMP and 1.1mm (48%) at UPVK. Finally, and unexpectedly, after the removal
of the modeled SMB loading displacements, the annual amplitudes increase by 0.9mm (50%) and 2mm
(167%) from the previous step at SRMP and UPVK, respectively (also see Figures 5d and 6d). Comparing
Figure5dwith Figure 5c,wealsonote aphase shift fromthe309thdayof year for the residuals after the removal
of the nonice components to the 85thday of year after the further removal of the SMBcomponents (Table 3). In
contrast, the phase shift between these two steps is negligible at UPVK (Figures 6c and 6d and Table 3).

We also calculate the weighted root-mean-square (WRMS) of the residuals and the corresponding ratio of
WRMS reduction after removing each loading component. We decompose each of the residuals time series
into long-period and short-period components, separated by 0.5 year. Table 4 lists the calculated ration of
WRMS reduction from the original GPS vertical time series. Because of our focus on the annual signatures,
here we only summarize the results using the long-period components. At SRMP, ATM loading can explain
26% of the WRMS for the long-period components, followed by the SMB (24%), the CWS (4%), and negligibly
but reversely from the OBP (�0.6%). Overall, these modeled loading displacements account for 41% of the
WRMS at the long periods. At UPVK, the ATM loading reduces the WRMS for the long-period components
by 21%. The CWS and SMB instead increase the WRMS by 5% and 4%, respectively. Overall, these modeled
loading displacements unfavorably increase the WRMS at the long periods by 3%.

Figure 6. (a–d) Similar to Figure 5 but for the vertical residuals at UPVK after removing the modeled loading displacements.

Table 3. Best Fit Amplitude and Phase of Annual Cycles After the Sequential Steps: (1) Removing the Atmospheric Pressure (ATM) Loading Displacements, (2)
Removing the Loading Displacements From Ocean Bottom Pressure (OBP) and Continental Water Storage (CWS) Combined, and (3) Removing the SMB
Loading Displacementsa

SRMP UPVK

Amplitude (mm) Phase (Day of Year Since 1 January) Amplitude (mm) Phase (Day of Year Since 1 January)

GPS 4.8 ± 0.1 331 ± 2 2.3 ± 0.1 365 ± 3
After removing ATM 2.6 ± 0.1 287 ± 3 0.5 ± 0.1 158 ± 10
After further removing OBP and CWS 1.8 ± 0.1 309 ± 3 1.2 ± 0.1 94 ± 5
After further removing SMB 2.7 ± 0.1 85 ± 2 3.2 ± 0.1 99 ± 2

aThe “GPS” row is the same as listed in Table 2.
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In summary, the combined facts that the removal of SMB loading (1) increases the annual amplitudes of the
GPS residuals at both stations, (2) shifts the annual phase by 224 days at SRMP, and (3) increases the WRMS at
UPVK for the long-period components indicate that the modeled SMB loading increases the annual variance
of the GPS residuals after the removal of the nonice loading. This contradicts to our expectation that the SMB
loading should partly explain the GPS residuals. The residuals obtained after the further removal of the SMB
loading (i.e., Figures 5d and 6d) are questionable and cannot be used to interpret the contribution from the
glacial dynamics to the total ice mass changes.

4. Discussion
4.1. Performance of Modeled Surface Mass-Loading Displacements

We use alternative elastic Earth models to assess the uncertainties of the modeled SMB loading displace-
ments. We perform the same elastic loading calculation as described in section 2.3 but using the following
six one-dimensional spherical models: (1) an older, poorly constrained Gutenberg-Bullen A model; (2)
the PREM with oceanic crust; (3) the PREM with the crustal structure as modeled in Crust 2.0 with hard
sediments; (4) the PREM with the crustal structure as modeled in Crust 2.0 with soft sediments; (5) the
ak135 model; and (6) the iasp91 model. The elastic loading Green’s functions for models (1) and (2) are
provided in Farrell [1972] and Jentzsch [1997], respectively; the others are provided in Wang et al. [2012].
Together with the PREM continental-crust model that we have adopted as a baseline, we analyze the
ensemble of these seven sets of modeled vertical displacements due to the same SMB loading. We find
that these Earth models give similar displacements (Figure S2). Take the monthly displacement values at
SRMP as an example: our calculations show that the standard deviation of the ensemble is less than
0.43mm; the maximum difference between the displacements from the baseline model and the ensem-
ble mean is only 0.2mm. The best fit annual amplitude of the ensemble mean is 4.1mm with a 5% var-
iance. This, again, is very close to the best fit annual amplitude of 4.2mm based on the baseline model.
Among all the Earth models considered, the PREM oceanic-crust model gives the largest differences from
the baseline model with an annual amplitude that is 0.4mm (10%) smaller. These similarities are because
(1) the loading Green’s functions of these spherical Earth models differ mostly in the near field (shorter
than 100 km from the loads) [Wang et al., 2012], and (2) as will be shown later in this section and
Figures 7 and 8, a significant portion of the SMB loading fields is located in the far field and contributes
to the loading displacements at the annual period. We note that the analysis described above does not
quantify the effects of lateral variations of crustal structure on the modeled loading displacements.
However, according to Dill et al. [2015], such effects cause a maximum of 10% in the annual vertical dis-
placements over western Greenland.

We also assess the variances in the SMB models using four other sets of regional atmospheric climate
model outputs. These alternative models include the earlier RACMO version 2.1 model [van den Broeke
et al., 2009; van Angelen et al., 2012] and the MAR v3.5.2 with three different forcing models (ERA-
Interim, NCEP-NCARv1, and 20CRv2) [Fettweis et al., 2013]. Our calculated loading displacements based
on these five models have similar annual cycles (Figure S3). For instance, the ensemble mean of the
annual amplitude is 4.1mm at SRMP with a standard deviation of 0.2mm. This is very similar to the
4.2mm obtained using the RACMO2.3 outputs.

Table 4. Ratios of WRMS Reduction in Vertical Position Time Series, After Removing Individual Loading Sourcesa

Ratio of WRMS Reduction at SRMP (%) Ratio of WRMS Reduction at UPVK (%)

Long Period Short Period Long Period Short Period

ATM removed 26 �14 21 �6
OBP removed �0.6 2 3 3
CWS removed 4 0.1 �5 0
SMB removed 24 0.7 �4 0.9
All removed 41 �16 �3 �6

aColumns “Long Period” and “Short Period” list the ratios calculated using the components at longer and shorter than
the semiannual period, respectively.
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In fact, the annual SMB vertical loading displacements at the two GPS stations are attributed to surface
ice mass changes over large portions of the GrIS. We first use the RACMO2.3 outputs to estimate the
annual SMB changes over the entire model domain during our study period. Figure 7a shows the best
fit annual amplitude. We then calculate the total contribution to the annual SMB loading displacement
from each of the following units: the six major drainage basins of the GrIS (based on Rignot et al.

[2011]), glaciers around the periphery
of Greenland (based on the Randolph
Glacier Inventory 5.0; http://www.glims.
org/RGI/), and ice fields outside
Greenland (including the Canadian
Arctic, Svalbard, Jan Mayen, and
Iceland). Figure 7b summarizes their
contributions. At SRMP, 73% of the
annual loading displacements originate
from the northwest drainage basin, fol-
lowed by much smaller contributions
from outside Greenland (8%), the
central-west (7%), southwest (5%), and
southeast (3%) drainage basins. At UPVK,
the order of contribution is similar to that
of the SRMP: 48% is from the northwest
drainage basin, followed by outside
Greenland (16%), the central-west (13%),
southwest (9%), and southeast (5%) drai-
nage basins. The contributions from the

Figure 7. (a) Map of the annual amplitude of SMB (units: meters water equivalent or mWE), obtained from the RACMO2.3
monthly SMB fields from 2007.5 to 2014.7. (b) Map of major drainage basins of the Greenland Ice Sheet (labeled as “NW” for
northwest, “CW” for central-west, “SW” for southwest, “SE” for southeast, “NE” for northeast, and “NO” for north) and
peripheral glaciers in Greenland (dark blue). The plus and cross symbols mark the positions of SRMP and UPVK, respectively.
Under each unit label is a list of contributions in percentage from each unit to the annual amplitude of SMB loading
displacements at SRMP (“S”), UPVK (“U”), and the station difference (“D”). “D 0” means that the contribution to the station
difference is smaller than 1% and negligible.

Figure 8. Cumulative contribution to the annual SMB loading uplift at
SRMP (thick line) and UPVK (thin line), normalized with the total
annual amplitude at each station. The inset shows a zoom-in distance
range of 0–100 km.
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remaining units are small at both stations. Figure 8 shows the cumulative contribution to the annual SMB
loading displacement from surface ice sources located at different distances. At SRMP, ~70% of the annual
loading displacements originate from surface ice mass variations within ~100 km. However, the remaining
30% is attributed to surface ice mass within 1200 km radius (~85% of the entire ice sheet area and outside
Greenland). At UPVK, which is located further away from the ice sheet, 50% of its annual SMB loading displa-
cements originate from surface ice mass within 200 km.

4.2. Differential Vertical Displacements Between the Two Stations

In the GPS data analysis, a few mismodeled or unmodeled factors may also result in errors with annual sig-
nature and thus affect our interpretation. As summarized in Dong et al. [2002], some factors are local at indi-
vidual stations such as multipath and snow cover on the receiver antenna, and some factors are regional or
global, such as the reference frame, mismodeled wet tropospheric delay, and errors in orbital modeling.
Even though significant improvements have been made in the GPS analysis in the past decade, some of
these errors are not well understood or corrected and thus may remain.

Here we examine the differences between SRMP and UPVK, in which we have eliminated the common
errors in the GPS data. The station difference still shows a strong annual variability with an amplitude of
3.1mm (Figures 9a and 9b and Table 5). However, we also have removed any common geophysical signals.

To further quantify what may have been removed, we take the difference of the modeled surface mass load-
ing displacements between the two stations. Figure 10 shows these differential time series. Table 5 lists the
annual amplitudes of the differential loading displacements: 0.6mm for the ATM loading, nearly zero
(0.1mm) for the OBP, zero for the CWS, and 2.2mm for the SMB loading. Compared with the Table 2 results
for SRMP, we have removed 2.8mm (82%) of the ATM loading, 2.1mm (49%) of the SMB loading, and nearly
the entire of the OBP and CWS.

Figure 9. Similar to Figure 2 but for (a) time series of the differences between the detrended vertical positions measured at
SRMP and UPVK and (b) its periodogram. (c) Time series of the residuals after removing the modeled loading from the
differential GPS and (d) its periodogram.

Table 5. Similar to Table 2 but for the Differential Verticals Between SRMP and UPVKa

SRMP Minus UPVK

Components Amplitude (mm) Phase (Day of Year Since 1 January)

GPS 3.1 ± 0.2 303 ± 3
Atmospheric pressure 0.6 ± 0.1 2 ± 3
Ice surface mass balance 2.2 ± 0.1 286 ± 1

aWe exclude the differential ocean bottom pressure and continental water storage loading displacements as their annual changes are smaller than 0.1mm.
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After the station differencing, the SMB
signals become the most dominant
component among all the modeled
surface mass displacements at annual
periods. We conduct a similar sensitivity
analysis to the one described in
section 4.1 but for the differential SMB
loading displacements. Compared with
the individual sensitivity curves shown
in Figure 8, the differential sensitivity
(Figure 11) reveals a significant contri-
bution from nearby surface ice: SMB
changes within 40 km from SRMP con-
tribute to about 80% of the differential
SMB loading displacements at the
annual period. There is little sensitivity
to SMB beyond 120 km from SRMP.
This is also confirmed by our estimated
contributions from different units to
the annual differential SMB uplift
(summarized in Figure 7b). As expected,
the northwest drainage basin is the
dominant contributor (84%), followed
by the peripheral glaciers (15%), and
merely 1% from the central-west
drainage basin. Contributions from the
other units are negligible.

Lastly, we remove modeled differential loading displacements from the measured differential GPS in
sequential steps as described in section 3.2. Tables 6 and 7 list the best fit annual amplitudes/phases and
ratios of WRMS reduction. We observe that the differential SMB match with the differential GPS the best.
Removing the differential SMB can reduce the WRMS of the long-period components by 47%. Removing
all the modeled differential loading displacements, the annual amplitude is reduced to 0.7mm (or 23% of
the differential GPS before the corrections) and the WRMS reduction of the long-period components is
55%. Figures 9c and 9d show the time series and periodogram of the residuals after removing all the
modeled loading components. From these figures, it is evident that the models significantly reduce the
annual amplitude and data variance.

Although the differential SMB loading
displacements match the differential
GPS residuals well, we cannot uniquely
confirm the accuracy of the SMB
model in the near field of the GPS sta-
tions. This is because by taking station
difference, we have removed 2.1mm
of common SMB loading signals.
These common SMB loading signals
originate from all the ice fields. We
cannot rule out the possibility that
the deficits in the SMB model (if any)
might be localized in near field.
Theoretically, an extreme case is that
an SMB bias is at a point location,
which may cause a similar bias in the
annual loading at both stations.

Figure 10. (a–c) Similar to Figure 3 but for the differences of modeled ver-
tical displacements between SRMP and UPVK.

Figure 11. Similar to Figure 8 but for the cumulative contribution to the
differential SMB loading uplift between SRMP and UPVK.
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However, taking a station difference would have removed such common bias and still gives good residual
results as presented above.

4.3. Unmodeled GPS Draconitic Errors and Surface Mass Loading Displacements

In addition to annual periodicity, many GPS position time series have a 351.2 day harmonic at the GPS draco-
nitic year as well as its higher harmonics [Ray et al., 2008; Amiri-Simkooei, 2013]. However, we have chosen to
exclude the draconitic harmonics in the Fourier series model (equation (1)) for two reasons. First, neither of
the 8 year GPS time series at SRMPor UPVK shows a peak at 351.2 days (Figures 2a and 2c). Second,we find that
including the draconitic harmonics in the least squares fitting using the daily GPS data results in a strong nega-
tive correlationbetween thedraconitic andannual cycles. Sucha trade-off indicates anoverfittingproblemand
that theGPSdata used in this study arenot able to separate thedraconitic andannual cycles. However, because
thedraconitic signals are so close to a pure annual, theymay still contribute to the annual amplitude andphase
in the GPS data. Quantifying such error will become feasible as the GPS time series are getting longer.

The CWS loadingmodel based on GLDAS excludes groundwater, river and lakes, and permafrost. The unmodeled
vertical displacements due to these water mass changes are expected to have annual variability, but their ampli-
tudes are smaller than our modeled CWS loading. Depending on the annual phases of these mass sources, they
may not add constructively. Including these termsmay help to reduce the overestimation of CWS loading at UPVK.

5. Conclusions

To quantitatively interpret the annual changes of the vertical displacements measured at two GNET GPS sta-
tions, 65 km apart near Upernavik Isstrøm, we present a systematic study to model and correct various sur-
face mass loading components. Among all the nonice mass changes, atmospheric pressure changes
introduce the largest annual changes at both stations, followed by continental water storage, with negligible
contributions from ocean bottom pressure. Removing the nonice loading contributions can reduce the
annual amplitudes by at least 50%. This suggests the need for applying this correction before using annual
GPS signals to infer ice mass changes.

Our modeled SMB loading based on RACMO2.3 increases the annual variance of the GPS residuals, which
makes it difficult to estimate contributions from the annual variability of glacial dynamics to the total ice mass
balance. Our analysis reveals that GPS verticals at individual stations are sensitive to annual ice mass changes
over 85% of the entire ice sheet and outside Greenland. This long-distance sensitivity indicates the nonuni-
queness and therefore the difficulty of using GPS data alone to quantitatively identify possible defects in the
SMB model, especially their locations.

Alternatively, by taking station difference,
we find a good match between the mod-
eled SMB loading and the estimated GPS
vertical displacements. Our forward model-
ing shows the sensitivity of the differential
loading displacements to local SMB
changes. This suggests that differential
displacements measured at a local GPS
network can potentially help to place
constraints on estimates of annual glacial
mass balance obtained, for instance, from
glaciological estimates.

Table 6. Similar to Table 3 but for the Differential Vertical Displacements Between SRMP and UPVK

SRMP Minus UPVK

Amplitude (mm) Phase (Day of Year Since 1 January)

GPS 3.1 ± 0.2 304 ± 3
After removing ATM 2.9 ± 0.2 293 ± 3
After further removing OBP and CWS 2.8 ± 0.2 295 ± 3
After further removing SMB 0.7 ± 0.2 321 ± 11

Table 7. Similar to Table 4 but for the Differential Vertical
Displacements Between SRMP and UPVKa

Ratio of WRMS Reduction (%)

Long Periods Short Periods

ATM removed 4 3
OBP removed 3 0.2
SMB removed 47 �0.5
All removed 55 2

aThe differential CWS loading displacements are nearly zero and
therefore not included in the table.
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